
Visual content creation CRASH COURSE
✤ with  
some  
   juicy  
     tips.









✤ Visual communication



what we are NOT going to cover

✤ Discovery Sessions and creative briefs 

✤ Client Management 

✤ Client Personas 

✤ Brainstorming techniques 

✤ Building Campaigns



The importance of visual content

✤ Information overload: Every two days 
we create as much information as we 
did from the dawn of civilization up 
until 2003,”  

✤  In 2011, there were over 1 
TRILLION web pages  

✤ Hubspot research* shows that 
photos generate 53% more likes 
than the average post

✤*http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/33800/Photos-on-Facebook-Generate-53-More-Likes-Than-the-Average-Post-NEW-DATA.aspx

Design is about  
making communication as easy 
and clear for the viewer as possible. 

✤ Design matters. But design is not 
about decoration or about 
ornamentation. 

http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/33800/Photos-on-Facebook-Generate-53-More-Likes-Than-the-Average-Post-NEW-DATA.aspx


Understand your content’s purpose

✤ To think like a visual communicator, get good at identifying 
and understanding the core problem or need.  

✤ Take the time to carefully consider the need, ask the relevant 
questions, compile the requirements, and determine the 
success metrics,  

✤ By doing that you can significantly improve your chances of 
creating content that blows viewers and readers away

Presentation?

Sales Info Sheet?

Branding Flyer?

Thing people should share?

A follow up piece?

Is this a:



Understand your Audience

✤ Who’s going to be reading or viewing your content? 

✤ Can you research who they are and learn more about them? 

✤ Psychographics matter more than demographics  

✤ Are they analytical? Creative? Your boss? Employees? 



Sketch time

✤ Using Pencil and Paper will help you create 
ideas very quickly 

✤ Also helps you eliminate bad ideas and do 
not spend time creating bad design 

✤ You don’t need to be Michelangelo to 
doodle some very useful



Sketch time - Questions you should answer

✤ How many times this content that I am creating will be REUSED? 

✤ What media will this content be on? (Paper, projector, web, video) 

✤ How Big is my media (Pixels or inches) 

✤ How many colours? (B&W, RGB, CMYK) 

✤ How long should this content last? 
 (yearly report or a sale that ends in one week) 

✤ How many people will view/watch this content?



Techniques



✤ DEFINE your hierarchy

✤ Begin this process by looking at your content  
at a macro level;  

✤ consider all of the required copy, calls-to-action, 
links, and any other written or visual elements 
that need to be included in the final deliverable.  

✤ Evaluate how they each compare in terms of their 
importance and ability to help you accomplish your 
goal.  

✤ Then, let your information hierarchy be your guide 
to simple, elegant and more effective design.





Respect Simplicity

✤ When making your design 
decisions, always keep in mind that 
the goal of design is to support the 
function or purpose of your content 
with form. For non-designers, the 
best way to ensure that you do this 
is to simply try not to do too much.  

✤ Avoid actively trying to make your 
design unnecessarily ornamental. 
The content should always be the 
focus, not the design.





Keep it Legible
✤ Avoid poor contrast (light type on light background) 

✤ Keep your message concise 

✤ Use visuals to express emotions when possible



That was a scary movie



Provide adequate Spacing

✤ Negative space (space not occupied by any 
visual or written elements) is okay. In fact, it 
can be great. By allowing yourself a bit more 
breathing room, you ensure that the design 
appears clean and clear.

Negative	 space

Negative	 space

Negative	 
space





Align Elements

✤ Alignment will ensure your design is clean, without creating 
any unnecessary tension or focal points. 

✤ There	 are	 times	 when	 more	 advanced	 designers	 will	 
consciously	 arrange	 certain	 elements	 so	 that	 they	 sit	 
outside	 of	 the	 standard	 grid	 system.	 The	 purpose	 of	 this	 
is	 to	 create	 a	 tension	 point,	 calling	 attention	 to	 the	 
visual	 element	 that	 is	 disrupting	 the	 linear	 alignment.



Alignment helps visual flow
And Professionalism

✤ Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Nulla eget nulla blandit nibh venenatis pulvinar 
gravida id lectus. Donec vel quam neque. Aenean 
iaculis sem ac orci imperdiet consectetur. Praesent at 
lorem vel neque sagittis lacinia ut at tortor. Fusce nunc 
enim, consectetur ac mi vehicula, aliquam bibendum 
purus. Aliquam et est eget lacus sodales lacinia. 
Mauris tempus aliquam rutrum. Sed quis venenatis 
ante. Nam in consectetur erat, quis tempus orci. Donec 
pellentesque tristique ante nec pulvinar. Nunc fringilla 
ligula non sollicitudin bibendum.



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Nulla eget nulla blandit nibh venenatis pulvinar gravida 
id lectus. Donec vel quam neque. Aenean iaculis sem ac 
orci imperdiet consectetur. Praesent at lorem vel neque 
sagittis lacinia ut at tortor. Fusce nunc enim, consectetur 
ac mi vehicula, aliquam bibendum purus. Aliquam et est 
eget lacus sodales lacinia. Mauris tempus aliquam 
rutrum. Sed quis venenatis ante. Nam in consectetur 
erat, quis tempus orci. Donec pellentesque tristique ante 
nec pulvinar. Nunc fringilla ligula non sollicitudin 
bibendum.
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Alignment helps visual flow
And Professionalism
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Nulla eget nulla blandit nibh venenatis pulvinar gravida 
id lectus. Donec vel quam neque. Aenean iaculis sem ac 
orci imperdiet consectetur. Praesent at lorem vel neque 
sagittis lacinia ut at tortor. Fusce nunc enim, consectetur 
ac mi vehicula, aliquam bibendum purus. Aliquam et est 
eget lacus sodales lacinia. Mauris tempus aliquam 
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Coordinate Colours
✤ Choosing colors that align with the tone you’re going 

for will create a sense of harmony in your design. 
Likewise, an excessive use of both warm and cool 
colors will create a muddled, confusing appearance.



“Warm” Colours

Use warm colours in your 
design to reflect passion, 
happiness, enthusiasm and 
energy.

“Cool” Colours

Use cool colours in your 
designs to give a sense of calm 
or professionalism.

COLOUR = FEELINGS



Cool, calm, analytical, friendly, 
neutral, deeper subject.

Intense, caution, fire, heat, 
warning, stand out. 







http://kuler.adobe.com/


Do not overuse drop shadows

✤ The purpose of a drop shadow is to add distinction to 
visual or written information by creating depth and 
bringing the affected information to the forefront. 
Effects are great when used with purpose, but don’t 
use them just for the sake of using them.

Drop Shadow

Drop Shadow
Drop Shadow

Drop Shadow

Drop Shadow
Reflex

Droflex



drop Shadows 
Over use shall 

not YOU



Strive for consistency

✤ Simply put, if two or more design 
elements serve the same function, 
make sure they look and act the 
same. On a very high level, the 
same aesthetic, tone, and 
messaging should permeate all 
facets of the brand. On a more 
granular level, all visual or written 
elements within an communications 
piece serving the same function 
should have the same look and feel.

Visual Content Creation Check List
So you’ve designed something, but you’re not sure you’ve followed the 10 Commandments? Use this printable checklist to mark what you’ve 
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1. Understand your content’s purpose

 - I know the answer to these questions:
 - Why are we creating this? - What need will this fulfill? - Where will we publish this?  

- Who are we creating this for? - When are we creating this? - How will we measure the results?

2. Establish a hierarchy

 - I made a list of all the key messages this piece of content should convey to the viewer.
 - I prioritized them based on importance by assigning them values (1-10).
 - Once the design was complete, I determined the final product visually conveyed the same order of importance.

3. Respect simplicity

 - My design is not too ornate or flashy.
 - I’ve eliminated all images and graphics that do not support the content’s purpose.
 - My design makes the content easier to consume

4. Keep it legible

 - The colour of text is not too light or dark on top of the background colour I chose.
 - I can read everything; no images or other object in my design obscure the text in some way.
 - I don’t have too much text crammed into a small space.

5. Provide adequate spacing

 - I have equal margins around my content
 - All elements within my design are not too close to one another.
 -  The negative (white) space in my design helps draw attention to the most important pieces of information  

I established in my hierarchy (e.g. titles or headings)

6. Align elements

 - All of the elements are positioned in a balanced relation to one another.
 - Any elements that sit side by side are placed on the same line.
 -  If I’ve disrupted linear alignment. It’s for the purpose of drawing attention to a key piece of information  

established in my hierarchy.

7. Coordinate your colours

 - I considered what feeling I want the viewer to feel when choosing my color scheme.
 - I was mindful of the connotations associated with the colours I chose.
 - I coordinated colours with any photos I included in my design.

8. Do not overuse drop shadows

 - I’ve applied the drop shadow effect sparingly
 - I’ve applied a drop shadow only to pieces of information that deserve to be given depth and distinction.
 - Every drop shadow applied was done with purpose.

9. Strive for consistency

 - My colour scheme is consistent throughout the entire piece of content.
 - All visual or written elements that serve the same function have the same look and feel.
 - Margins, titles, headers, links, calls-to-actions, and images are formatted the same as their counterparts

10. Harmonize visual and verbal

 - My images complement my words and vice versa.
 - I’ve considered illustrating a concept to eliminate the need for words.
 - My words and visuals do a better job telling a story when used together than either could do alone.

Yes  No 

Yes  No 

Yes  No 

Yes  No 

Yes  No 

Yes  No 

Yes  No 

Yes  No 

Yes  No 

Yes  No 
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Strive for consistency



Harmonize visual and verbal

✤ Identify where visual elements could completely replace large selections of copy to 
tell the same story in a significantly more memorable, less time consuming way.



Practice



✤ What you can do now

✤ Go to my academic shares folder and you 
will find the ‘Visual Content Creation Check 
List” 

✤ Use this before, during and after any 
project that requires you to create 
something engaging to an audience. 

✤ Sketch your ideas and use Pencil and Paper
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